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for 6 p.m. Therefore, let us try to complete 

this within one hour. The statements were 

made yesterday. If we do not complete it 

today, it won't look nice. 

SHRI V., NA'RAYANASAMY: We will co-

operate with you; Sir. 

CLARIFICATIONS     ON  STATEMENT 

BY     MINISTER  RE.   BOMB     EXPLO-

SION     IN     A      MOSQUE     IN  RAI 

J.BAREILLY,  UTTAR     PRADESH ON 

3RD  AUGUST,   1992 
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†[]Translitoratioa  in Arabic Script. 
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SHRI  RAM  GOPAL  YADAV:      This 
issue was raised by me in the House, Mr. 

Gautam. 

 

Why  do you question that ? 

SHRI SUBRAMANIAN SWAMY: He has 

got a guilty conscience. That is why he is 

getting up. 
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We can save time if the questions axe not 

repeated. Many Members have asked 

questions. The Minister has noted them down. 

New questions can be asked. 

SHRI  SATYA      PRAKASH     MALA-VTYA: 
You should be generous. 

 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 

HANUMANTHAPPA): Put pointed ques-
tions please. 
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"A  strict watch  on the  situation is 

being kept by the senior officers, 

and     police     is patrolling     Ral 

Bareilly city." 

 

 

"A strict watch on the situation is being 

kept by the senior officers, and police 

is patrolling iRai Bareilly city." 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 

HANUMANTHAFPA): That is the ar-

rangement  now. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN: You can 

do so only if you think that there is a 

connection between Rai Bareilly and Pili-bhit  

incidents. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI P. 

HANUMANTHAPPA): Please ignore th 

interventions. 

 

SHRI N. GIRI PRASAD (Andhra Pradesh) 
: Mr. Vice-Chairinian, the Home Minister's 
statement an Rai Bareilly has said that the 
First Information Report has 'been lodged by 
the father of the deceased children. Have any 
persons been nam-ed in the First Information 
Report by the father of the children and if so, 
have they been arrested by the police? Has the 
Central Government, through its agencies, 
gathered further information or new 
information? These are the three points on 
whcih I seek clarifications from the hon. 
Minister. Also, I would like to know whether 
the Central Government is willing to pay 
another ex gratia amount, other than what the 
State Government is giving Even the other 
day, we passed some motion here to set up 
some trust and other things. In view of that, I 
would like to know whether the Central 
Government is prepared to make further ex 
gratia payment to them. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 
HANUMANTHAPPA): Shri Jagmofaan. Absent   
Shri  Shiv Pratap Mishra. 
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SHRI M. M. JACOB: I have already 
mentioned it in my statement that the CID 

team has already reached there. 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 
HANUMANTHAPPA): Whatever Mr. 
Mahajan says, will not go on record, 
(Interruptions) Now, the Minister. 

SHRI  SANGH  PRIYA   GAUTAM:   * 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 
HANUMANTHAPPA): Nothing is going on 
record. (Interruptions) I am not going to sit in 
judgment. (Interruptions) Mala-viyaji, please 
sit down. 

(Interruptions) 

Will you please stop ?. . .(Interruptions) ...Mr. 
Yadav, please sit down. . . (Interruptions). 
.That is what I am requesting the Hon. 
Members. . . (Interruptions). . . Mr. Raju, take 
only one minute. 

SHRI J. S. RAJU (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I 
would like to seek some clarifications 
regarding to bomb explosion in Rai Bareilly. 
Has the FIR spelled out any suspect or any 
group responsible for the bloir.b explosion? 
Has any request been made or is it a sabotage 
done by some anti-social' elements? What is 
found to be the motive of the bomb explosion 
at a mosque and what was the law and order 
situation in the town prior to' the bomb 
explosion? Is the bomb explosion for creating 
a scare in the community put up there? What 
is the nature of the bomb? Does it suggest 
native skill or any foreign marking? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY 
AFFAIRS AND' MINISTER OF STATE IN 
THE MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHRI M. M. JACOB): Sir, the questions 

posed by the hon. Members are more or less 
the same except some little changes and 
variations made here and there. I have already 
mentioned in my Statement that the U.P. 
Government has given Rs. 20,000/- as an ex-
gratia payment. That I have already 

mentioned in my Statement. 

*Not   recorded, 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H. 
HANUMANTHAPPA): They went more. 

SHRI M. M. JACOB: One of our colleague 
who is a Member of Parliament from that 

constituency, Shrimati Sheiia Kaul, I am told, 
has visited the place and I have got 

information that they were able to give some 
financial support to the affected families. I 
am told, Rs, 5,000/-was given by a welfare 
society, Rs. 40,000/- from the P.M's. Relief 

Fund and Rs. 10,000/- by an M.P. of the 
locality. Besides that, there is no other relief 
or financial   assistance   given. 

Another question was raised about the 
charge-sheet, whether anybody is arrested as 

per the charge-sheet filed by the. 

SHRI  PRAMOD   MAHAJAN:     There 
is  a  difference between  FIR  and charge-
sheet. 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM:    A 

charge-sheet  is  filed   after  completion   of 
the  inveestigation. 

SHRI M. M. JACOB: It is based only on 
the information given by the father of the 
deceased. A case is filed under sections 147, 
148, 149, 302, 153A. 295, 338; 427 and 504 
of the IPC. but the investigation is going on 
The CID has reached there. At this stage it 
may not be possible for me to say what 
exactly the nature   is 

One question was asked about the location 
of tie bomb, from where it was found. One 
report of the U.P. Government says that there 
is every possibility that the bomb exploded 
under the chabutra. And at the same time 
they have reported that some people who 
came and assembled there also said, "There is 
a possibility of somebody throwing the bomb 
from there in that particular location." Since 
the matter is under investigation, I can't say 
anything more. The Government report points 
not both the possibilities, but from the 
manner in which the bomb has exploded, it 
seems it must have been from behind because 
the chabutra was exploded and the children 
who were there, reading or writing or 
whatever it is, were blown off.    These are 
the two    children 

who died and this is a very sorrowful incident. 
Another girl, a 20-year old girl, who was 
injured is out of danger. I am told, she is all 
right. It is a communally sensitive area. The 
UP Government also knows that. Some of the 
Members were also mentioning that it is a 

communally sensitive area. In a communally 
sensitive area the good part is that the police 
reaches there early and try to pacify the 

matter. At the moment there is no pro-bjtem of 
law and order. Peace prevails in that area but 
tension is also very much prevalent. That is all 

I can say about the actual scenario. I don't 
want to take much time for other aspects, like 
suspicion, people of which community were 
arrested, etc. According to the information 
received norjody is arrested as yet. Nobody is 
arrested so far. I cannot say that anybody is 

arrested today. I have no information. I 
verified that till' yesterday nobody was 

arrested. That is all I can say about this 
particular incident of Rai Bareilly which is a 
very condemabie Rai Bareilly which is a very 
condemnable pened. 

SHRI ANANT RAM JAISWAL; Is there 
anybody's name in the FIR? 

SHRI M. M. JACOB; I connot say at the  
moment.   (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI H 
HANUMANTHAPPA): He has not seen the  
FIR.  How can he  answer? 

SHRI M .M. JACOB: I have the report of 
the UP Government. Nothing is available 
there. 
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SHRJ M. M. JACOB: I wish the UP 

Goverrment had sent us more information so 

that we can furnish more mation mation to 

you. 

 

SHRI M. M. JACOB: Explosions ha 

taken place earlier, but the atmosphi must 

have teen surcharged. It is ve clear that the 

Ayodhya incident has crea ed tension in the 

State and in the cou try, Theiie are many 

fall-outs here. The is nothing to be hidden 

about it. That why I was keeping quiet 

about it. I nev wanted to disclose that kind 

of atmc phere because we have to somehow 

achie1 peace in the  locality. 

 

SHRI M. M. JACOB: Mr Shastri, I did not 

want to go deeper into the incident now 

because it will create some other tension 

unnecessarily. No communal tension in  the  

House  is necessary. 

 

Allocation of time for disposal of Goven 

meat and other Business 

THE VICEvCHAIRMAN (SHRI I 

HANUMANTHAPPA): I have to infon 
Members that the Business Advisory Com 
mittee at its meeting held today, the 6ti 
August, 1992, allotted time for Govern ment 

Legislative and other Business a follows: 

  

 

 


